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Food Equity, Access, and Health & Nutrition Education Working Group Meeting 

Date: Wednesday January 11, 2017          Location: 1100 4th Street SW, 3rd Floor 

 
Meeting Notes:  
 

 The meeting focused on potential changes to the incentives to the 2010 Food, Environment, and Economy Development (FEED DC) Act. 
Director Cidlowski, FPC members Alex Ashbrook, and Paula Reichel led the meeting.  
 

How can we better incentivize grocers to locate in our communities? 

 We’ve heard from grocers that the funding that’s available is not significant enough to get them to locate somewhere, but it is a nice 
perk that helps their deals/bottom line 

 Double SNAP and WIC benefits – negotiate with corporations and work on building private capital to introduce double SNAP and WIC 
benefits to DC grocery stores in Ward 7 and Ward 8 

 SNAP and WIC benefits are often times underutilized after the children age out of the formula/milk stage  

 Introduce the idea of a kitchen inside larger grocery stores 
o  Example: Kowalski’s Markets Minneapolis, MN and Jerry’s Food Edina, MN 

 Grocery stores need to take advantage of underutilized space 

 Look into providing worker cooperative program to increase jobs  

 Support communication across agencies such as DMPED, DSLBD, and DCOP  
 
How can the FEED DC Act prioritize certain parts of the city? 

 Look at eligible locations and how often the areas that are eligible are updated 
 Determine the right metric for determining eligible areas for the incentives 
 Transportation subsidies- ride sharing and car services that provide discounted rides to underserved communities in the District that 

would otherwise have no means of get access to healthy food  
 Look into creating a partnership with Uber or Lyft to provide discounted or free rides for community members  
 Certain grocery store retailers will deliver groceries to consumers if they purchase a certain amount of groceries  

o Example: smaller grocery stores in Harlem deliver food items to community members  
 
Should the FEED-DC Act include funding to remodel or expand small food corner stores in addition to grocery stores?  

 The current legislation for FEED-DC Act does not focus on the physical infrastructure of small grocery stores or food corner stores  
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 Small grocery stores should have greater access to innovation and funding for renovations  
 Should the grocery store ambassador work exclusively with smaller grocery stores?  
 Change regular grocery store check-out lanes into healthy check-out lanes  

o Healthy check-out lanes will offer healthy food  
o Example: Giant includes a family and friends aisle that shelves healthy food items 

 
How can we or should we specifically include education for families on healthy eating and dieting through FEED-DC?  

 Introduce nutrition education in grocery stores  
 It’s important that families buying the food also know how to prepare them  
 Could we add small test kitchens inside grocery stores  
 Grocery store retailers can offer recipe cards to show shoppers how to prepare healthy meals  

o Example: Giant currently provides this service 
 USDA has resources that will allow SNAP and WIC benefits to be used to small grocery stores and food corner stores. Create a 

partnership with the USDA to increase the distribution of SNAP and WIC benefits used for community members.  Could SNAP-Education 

be provided directly in stores to make it more applicable? 

 Can we fund an in-store nutrition navigator staff or programs?  The nutrition navigator will offer advice on meal preparation and 
educational segments on healthy eating and dieting. This was a requirement for funding in one of the Philadelphia program examples.  

 
How could FEED DC legislation be improved?  

 The act needs a specific definition of a grocery food store 

 What about urban agriculture being able to be included/incentivized in this Act? There’s a separate incentive act for urban agriculture, 
this is more aimed at full service grocery stores.  

 Be accountable to community culture and landscape when developing grocery stores in underserved areas in the District, keep in mind 
that each ward is unique. 

 Analyze both the consumer and business end when brainstorming tax incentives  
 
Next Steps 

 Options and opportunities: 
o Lead a roundtable discussion on ways to improve food accessibility without introducing a new bill  
o Analyze best practices and incentives used in PG or Montgomery County Maryland and other local jurisdictions 
o Negotiate with CDFI or other lending institutions and private investors in order to increase funding  
o Reach out to Ward 8 Health Council and hold next meeting in Ward 7 or 8 
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Activities to Achieve Strategic Plan Goals 

Working Group Issue Activities to Achieve Goal Who Timeframe 

Nutrition Education 1. Consider adding nutrition educational 
component to the law (possibly as a requirement 
for grocers in response to getting incentives). 

2. Example: add recipe cards in produce sections 
such as how Giant in Ward 7 is doing with the 
Capital Area Food Bank’s recipe cards. 

3. Double or provide a bigger incentive for 
SNAP/WIC or Produce Plus. 

4. Consider SNAP-ED programs being run in actual 
grocery stores or having a specific youth focus 

Patrick; Tambra; 
Paula; Chef T; Molly; 
Amanda’ Hillary; 
Stephanie; Abby; 
Melissa; Rachel; 
Maria B.; Lauren B. 

 

Funding for Grocers & Other types of 
incentives 

5. Strengthened or expand the overall amount of 
incentive funding in the parts of the city with the 
most need; 

6. share funding to smaller store types 
7. Provide incentives for stores where area would 

be food insecure if the store wasn’t there (such 
as Baltimore does) 

8. Make sure incentives are competitive with the 
surrounding jurisdictions in Montgomery County 
or Prince George’s County.  

Wes; Beverly; 
Alexandra Stern; 
Frank Yan; Lillie; 
Dominique 

 

Location – where should incentives and 
programs apply? 

9. Focus on the locations of highest need in the 
community, and determine a metric that would 
best gauge this need balanced against the ability 
to administer the regulation fairly.  

10. Focus on locations of highest need such as Wards 
7 & 8. 

Beverly  

WIC/SNAP – law says suggests, but does not 
require in those getting the incentive 

11. DC’s WIC standard is stricter than the federal 
standard in terms of # and types of items that 

Hilary; Maria B.; 
Lauren Badger; Alicia 
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have to be stocked. More stores would be able 
to participate in these programs if the standard 
weren’t quite so high. 

12.  Alternatively an incentive could be provided for 
stores that provide a greater variety or volume of 
fresh fruits and vegetables 

T.; Patrilie; Stephanie 

Store Quality – operations, supply and type of 
variety, and affordability of available products 

13. Do an assessment of true store quality.  
14. Consider including renovations of existing stores 

into the legislation;  
15. Try store operations or nutrition education 

innovations like ‘healthy checkout’ lines. 

Joelle  

Zoning/development incentives 16. Complete a zoning assessment of food retail; 
provide training to the Board of Zoning 
Adjustment or the Zoning Commission on 
healthy food access and FEED-DC 

Beverly Wheeler  

Staff – changes to scope of Grocery 
Ambassador position to be more 
comprehensive in food access approach, and 
fund position 

17. Edits to the FEED-DC Act and budget available for 
the position. The position could possibility have a 
more full food access focus or be located in the 
Department of Small and Local Business 
Development or Department of Health, or the 
Office of Planning to work directly with the 
DCFPC 

Laine  

Delivery/Innovation/Transportation issues 18. Look into both short and long term methods to 
improve access either through alternative 
transportation;  

19. online delivery options or  
20. other innovations 

Ilana; Ashlea; Wes  

Consumer Incentives and Cooperative 
businesses 

21. Provide technical or financial assistance to 
cooperative groups 

22. Look at both the supply and demand (consumer 
and retailer) side of the equation 

Molly; Ilana; Abby; 
Frank Yan 

 

Ground Game/Community Outreach and 
Engagement Strategy 

23. Develop a community-led strategy to raise 
awareness, and create an action campaign to get 

Stephanie; Beverly; 
Asha 
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legislation updated and supermakets on the 
ground.  

 


